Working Bee November 24th 2012
A warm day predicted for our workday that saw us working on the other side of the
creek below Millbrook ruin for the first time in four years taking out Aloe Vera that
has started to spread down from where we were working in February 2008.
We had placed the aloes on black plastic and covered them over hoping they would
eventually break down; however this experiment has proved to be a failure as wind
and rain exposed the piles that would soon re sprout downhill all the way down to
the creek, from now on we will have to take the plant away.

One of two piles that were covered with plastic sheeting in 2008
I met

up with Robert Irvine, Claude, Maelor and Neil at the Friends shed and
gathering up bags and tools we headed down to the car park and met up with Josie
Hayden and four of her friends.
Josie is a professional photographer working with the Leader News Group;
I
met her last month when she came to the park to photograph Don Marsh for an
OPNP 40th anniversary Leader Newspaper article

Terry and Don (photograph Josie Hayden)

Josie Hayden.

Driving down to the Pump Shed ford we put on gum boots and crossed Jacksons
creek which was running quite low.

Crossing to the north side.

We started at the creek bank and slowly worked our way up the slope and soon
filled the bags that we had brought.

Carrying the laden bags of aloes back across the creek proved difficult so Josie
brought her 4WD across.

It was getting quite warm but the group carried on slowly working up the slope to

Millbrook.

I went up to the dump master bin with Josie and met ranger Joe Tognolini at
lunchtime and asked him to come down with the 4WD to carry bags back.
We finished up around 1pm as it was getting quite warm, so much so that Robert
decided to go for a swim.
We filled up about 20 bags of aloes but will have to return next year to remove the
rest.
A good working bee and much achieved, Josie is keen to be involved with future
working days and hopefully her friends return as well.

Nils Freudenberg, Nils is from Germany and has been in Australia one year.

Jaclyn Friebe and Rebecca.

Michael Howard and Josie.

Next Working bee Saturday 15th December Sydenham Park.

